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Canton Movie 95

Sound Test:

The surround sound is wonderful spacious and three- 

dimensional, without sounding washed out there. Thus, the 

wandering in the stereo and sound effects throughout the room 

can always be tracked precisely. In the bass range of active 

subwoofers supports sonic events with a powerful bass 

foundation.
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Conclusion:

The Canton Movie 95 offers a surprisingly high sound quality for 

the money. The bass is dynamic-powerful, the voice 

reproduction is excellent, the high tone range literally brilliant. So 

we can recommend the sonorous Canton set all home theater 

novices without exception.
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screen heroes

these can be very expensive and space-consuming. 

It therefore makes sense to resort to a small and 

inexpensive model. But how to find the right thing? 

Those who want to combine quantity and quality in 

a product and its budget would not unduly strained, 

can safely access the movie systems from Canton. 

The Hessian speaker specialist, has just created 

this series to offer clients a space-saving and 

attractively priced entry into the exciting

Sometimes small things that make a big 

difference. So also with the second smallest box set 

from the house of Canton. With a price of around 

400 euros it promises a perfect introduction to the 

fascinating world of home cinema. Whether the 

sound quality while remaining on the track, AV 

magazine tested.

Who wants to perfect his native film and TV 

experience, can not get around a 5.1 speaker set. 

But
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Key? Facts? Canton? Movie? 95

• 5.1 speaker

• active subwoofer

• bandpass enclosure

• Wall brackets

• Black or white

• 120-watt amplifier

• Overload protection 



gewinkel at. The subwoofer can be placed outside 

the direct field of view. Here one should be avoided 

if possible, to position it in a corner or directly on the 

wall. By the resulting reflections there the bass 

loses then heard of precision and tonal linearity.

Design and processing

The small satellite of the movie 95 sets fit easily 

with a height and width of each 9 centimeters into 

the living room one. Due to the small parking space 

requirements and the classy matt white boxes 

housing our test pattern you see the home theater 

components only at second glance. Thus, the 

compact boxes cubes can be operated virtually 

anywhere - on shelves, window sills, TV-boards or 

on the wall.

to enable world of home cinema. The Movie series 

currently has 14 different 5.1-sets that vary in price, 

size, and thus equipment. AV Magazine has one of 

the little baby of the family picked to test to test it 

with respect to its detailed qualities film and TVTon 

playback. Action!

Up & Connectivity

When unpacking the handy satellite cube that 

vividly illustrated and well-structured manual first 

falls into their hands. Thanks to the understandable 

notation and the unique imaging proper 

commissioning for home theater novices without 

any problems. The small satellite speakers can 

either be placed or hung on a wall. The necessary 

mounting brackets are made of sturdy metal and 

laudably already included. The matching speaker 

stand is LS95, costs around 60 euros, and is 

optional to have in black, silver or white. The 

connecting cables for the speakers and subwoofer 

are not included and must be purchased optional. 

Who wants to experience the best possible 

surround sound, operates the satellite at ear level 

and points it directly at the listening position. The 

cable connection is via massive and gilded pressure 

clamps. These are in a sinking at the back of the 

boxes and take stranded on a cross-section of up to 

1.5 square millimeters. Even for the center speaker 

sets Canton practical Wandmonta-

The workmanship is typical of Canton-notch. 

The high-quality plastic body is tired and overweight 

in hand, impresses with impeccable detail and a 

uniform color effect.
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are they? cable connections? the? satellite? 

massive 'and' gold

Thanks to? The? Compact? Design? Can? Be? The? Satellite boxes? Inconspicuously? In the living room? Place

are? the? wall bracket? from? metal? the? delivery? 

included
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The gaps run very parallel, the grip surface of the 

satellite looks classy and quality. Also, the 

protective grille in the front sits firmly and precisely, 

which underlines the very positive tactile impression 

of this set. The gold-plated terminals on the back of 

the speaker are also stable and thus executed 

durable. The subwoofer is this in every way, like 

with a pragmatischsoliden housing construction and 

ansehnlichem finish.

technology

In the bass range Canton uses a so-called 

bandpass subwoofer. Here, the 20-centimeter-tall 

cone woofer operates in a closed volume of air. The 

discharged back sound is passed over a large port 

tube to the outside. This type of housing tune the 

woofer experiences quasi a bass Turbo, as the 

compression effects that are used specifically for an 

increase in sound pressure in the bass range. To 

ensure a powerful bass response, also ensures a 

120 watt mono amplifier payable for efficient signal 

amplification. In the small satellite cube a 

80-millimeter Konustöner potters. In this case, it 

functions as a wide strip, of the frequency spectrum 

between about 150 to

5,000 Hertz transmits. With a display area of just 

over five octaves, the cone so promises a 

particularly good omnidirectional. The high 

frequency range is reproduced by a 15 mm small 

spherical cap, the befes- on a jetty
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equipment

Bandpass subwoofer 20 

cm woofer coaxial 

satellite 

Technical? Data? (Manufacturer)

Manufacturer: Canton

Model: Movie 95

Price: by 400 Euros

Type: 5.1 speaker

versions: Black-and-white

Delivery: Satellite / center speakers, active subwoofer, wall brackets, 

manual

subwoofer:

woofer: 200-millimeter cone

Housing vote: bandpass

Music Power: 120 Watt (acc. To manufacturer)

Level: regulator

Crossover frequency: Controller (65 to 150 hertz)

Dimensions: 24 x 41 x 42 cm (W x H x D)

Mass: 9.8 kg

Satellite speakers:

midrange: 80-millimeter cone

tweeter: 15-millimeter dome

Housing vote: Closed

Network: Two ways

Crossover frequency: 5000 Hertz

Magnetically shielded: Yes

Maximum power: 100 watts

Dimensions: 8.9 x 9 x 10.6 centimeters (W x H x D)

Mass: 0.6 kg

Center speaker:

midrange: 2 x 80 millimeter cone

tweeter: 15-millimeter dome

Housing vote: Closed

Network: Two ways

Crossover frequency: 5000 Hertz

Magnetically shielded: Yes

Maximum power: 100 watts

Dimensions: 19.6 x 8.9 x 10.6 cm (W x H x D)

Mass: 1.3 kg 
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Untitled, towers over the center of the Konus`. 

Through this type Canton could effectively save 

space, so as to make the satellite speakers 

particularly compact. An exception is the wider 

center speaker, surround a tweeter in which two 

Konustöner. So a powerful rendition of the speech 

relevant center channel is achieved, which is 

particularly positive in the overall sound noticeable.

sound quality

For the listening test we put the fantasy adventure 

"Avatar" in the drive of the Blu-ray player. Here, the 

Movie 95 set from the first minutes of the game 

shows its proven acoustics. Film dialogues are 

reproduced thanks to the neutral tone 'with very 

good speech intelligibility. So sound female and 

male speaker voices really nice authentic. No trace 

of disturbing twang and lack of tone. This is not 

often the case of particularly compact satellite 

speakers. The atmospheric film music will also be 

played over the speakers sextet with flying colors. 

The surround sound is wonderful spacious and 

three-dimensional, without sounding washed out. 

Thus, the wandering in the stereo and sound effects 

throughout the room can always be tracked 

precisely. lower in the bass

the active subwoofer supports the aural event with a 

powerful bass. Thanks to its premier bandpass vote 

of the 20-bass can build an amazing printing 

capability even at elevated levels, without losing 

control of the acoustic event. All in all places the 

compact Movie 95 set in AV Magazine listening 

room a superb overall performance towards that 

eventually a well-deserved Price Tip Award results.

characteristics 

5.1 speaker, active subwoofer, bandpass enclosure, 

Wall brackets, black or white, 

SatellitenKoaxialtöner, 120-watt amplifier, overload 

protection

plain text 

The Canton Movie 95 offers a surprisingly high sound 

quality for the money. The bass is dynamic and 

powerful, the voice reproduction is excellent, the 

treble literally brilliant. So we can recommend the 

sonorous CantonSet all home theater novices without 

exception.

Author: Philipp Schäfer

Photos: manufacturer
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sound

massive bass balanced 

tonality great voice 

reproduction 

sound

equipment

Canton Movie 95

Canton Elektronik GmbH & Co. KG Phone: 0 60 83/28 

70, Internet: www.canton.de

Category: 5.1 home cinema

Weighting: sound 60%, features 20%, processing 20% 

0% 100%

entry level

class

very good

Price-performance 

Canton Movie 95

very good - outstanding

very good - outstanding

very good

processing

price

very good

On sale

to 400 €

where the? Subwoofer? from? Movie? 95 set? offers? 

high? and? low-level inputs? for? Stereo 'and' 

multi-channel amplifier
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